Sculptured Windows
Casement Windows with the Network VEKA difference...

Classic, elegant looks meet
cutting-edge functionality
with Sculptured Casement
Windows
– a beautiful blend of style, high security
and modern day energy-efficiency.
Sculptured Windows are the perfect solution for homeowners
who want the benefits of a modern day PVC-U system
with a softer, more curved and authentic ‘timber’ look than
commonplace bevelled designs.

Choose a window style to suit you and your home. Ask your installer about further options

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...

Great looks don’t
have to compromise
performance or
functionality.
Sculptured Windows’ balanced curves
and slender sightlines mirror the look
of traditional timber frames, without
the need for regular, costly and timeconsuming maintenance.
These windows can be produced in a
wide range of colours and woodgrain
finishes, to enhance the look and feel
of your home. Sculptured Windows are
easily tailored to your design scheme
and can complement both classical and
contemporary architecture.

Tough reinforcement components
alongside steadfast multi-point locking
mechanisms help make Sculptured
Windows a formidable barrier against
intruders. Boasting the same, superior
energy and acoustic-insulation ratings of
The VEKA UK Group’s other double and
triple-glazed PVC-U window systems,
Sculptured Windows from your local
Network VEKA member can help to
minimise outdoor noise and significantly
reduce your heating bills.
Naturally, all Sculptured Windows come
with the long-life, low-maintenance and
Insurance-Backed Guarantees you would
expect from Network VEKA.

Sightlines
Good window design extends to
the symmetry of window sightlines.
Equal sightlines add balance and
harmony - a subtle touch which
adds value to any home.

Equal Sightlines

Unequal Sightlines

Key Features
Attractive curves & softer lines
Thermal & acoustic insulation
Available as casement
or tilt & turn
High security locking systems
Low maintenance
Energy efficient
Manufactured in the UK using
systems from The VEKA UK
Group
Wide range of colours and
glazing options
Network VEKA comprehensive
ten year Insurance-Backed
Guarantee

Customer Satisfaction is
crucial to our organisation,
it’s what our reputation
is built upon.

Network VEKA collates feedback from every single customer, to see how good
a job its members are doing.
Filling in and returning your customer satisfaction questionnaire not only lets Network VEKA
know how happy you are, but also activates your Insurance-Backed Guarantee.
Be honest, our reputation is important to us!

“I believe in the honesty and integrity
of this organisation
and its members.”
Steve Davis OBE
Network VEKA
Brand Ambassador

The VEKA UK Group

For more information about the organisation and the guarantees that safeguard your home improvements, ask your Network VEKA member for a copy of the brochure.

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...
The VEKA UK Group
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